We use numerical simulations and an athermal quasi-static shear protocol to investigate the yielding of a model colloidal gel. Under increasing deformation, the elastic regime is followed by a significant stiffening before yielding takes place. A spaceresolved analysis of deformations and stresses unravel how the complex load curve observed is the result of stress localization and that the yielding can take place by breaking a very small fraction of the network connections. The stiffening corresponds to the stretching of the network chains, unbent and aligned along the direction of maximum extension. It is characterized by a strong localization of tensile stresses, that triggers the breaking of a few network nodes at around 30% of strain. Increasing deformation favors further breaking but also shear-induced bonding, eventually leading to a large-scale reorganization of the gel structure at the yielding. At low enough shear rates, density and velocity profiles display significant spatial inhomogeneity during yielding in agreement with experimental observations.
I. INTRODUCTION
The non-linear mechanical response of gels is of great relevance to technological applications requiring unusual material properties, such as adaptability or self-healing (Sottos and Moore, 2011; Cordier et al., 2008; Yan et al., 2010) , and has a crucial role in the functions of biomaterials and biological systems (Lieleg et al., 2011; Storm et al., 2005) . It is the result of the non-trivial stress transmission through the gel network structure, that can allow for stress or strain localization (Schall et al., 2007) , as well as complex spatial correlations, and it is far from being understood and controlled. Colloidal gels, that can form in suspensions of colloidal particles in the presence of attractive effective interactions, are particularly appealing as materials whose functions can be in principle designed at the level of the nanoscale (particle) components (Di Michele et al., 2013; Sacanna et al., 2013) . In colloidal suspensions, gels can form even in extremely dilute systems via aggregation of the particles into a rich variety of network structures, that can be suitably tuned by changing the solid volume fraction, the physico-chemical environment or the processing conditions. Hence these handles could be used to design a specific complex mechanical response in addition to the selected nano-particle properties (Gibaud et al., 2013; Conrad et al., 2010) .
Colloidal gels are typically very soft, but the variety of microstructures may lead to an equal variety in the mechanics, with elastic moduli spanning from ≃ 0.1 up to ≃ 100 Pa (Gisler et al., 1999; Laurati et al., 2009; Zaccone et al., 2009; Helgeson et al., 2014) . The microstructural complexity may also enable adjustments of the mechanical response to the external deformation. Soft gels can be in principle made to yield relatively easily, but in certain cases a significant strain hardening has been observed before yielding finally occurs (Gisler et al., 1999; Pouzot et al., 2006) . The extended non-linear behavior, reminiscent of the strain stiffening of biopolymer networks (Storm et al., 2005; Gardel et al., 2004; Arevalo et al., 2010) , has been suggested to arise from the nonlinear response to elongation of the part of the colloidal gel structure that is responsible for stress-bearing.
The yielding of colloidal gels, due to breaking and reorganization of the network structure, can be accompanied by strong inhomogeneity of stresses and strains throughout the material (Picard et al., 2005; Mohraz and Solomon, 2005; Masschaele et al., 2009; Ovarlez et al., 2009; Fall et al., 2010; Rajaram and Mohraz, 2010; Fielding, 2013) . In particular, the stress-bearing backbone of the gels can be relatively poorly connected or floppy, hence the imposed deformation can induce significant and non-trivial structural rearrangements prior to and during yielding. The stress necessary to yield and the amount of plastic deformation accumulated in the material upon yielding are fundamental quantities to control. They may be crucially affected by the gel restructuring, as well as by the strain rate, in a way that is far from being rationalized (Denn and Bonn, 2011) . In this respect, most of theoretical and numerical works have focused on dense systems (Chaudhuri et al., 2012; Barrat and Lemaitre, 2011; Martens et al., 2011) and diluted gels have been hardly touched upon. In spite of a certain insight gained in various experiments into the phenomena associated to the non-linear mechanical response of low-density colloidal gels, further understanding has been severely hindered because information on local deformations or structural rearrangements is very difficult to obtain experimentally. Most of existing numerical studies on gel mechanics deal only with the linear response regime (Lodge and Heyes, 1999; Santos et al., 2013) . Numerical methods to investigate non-linear phenomena are just under development (Swan et al., 2014) and even recent studies are limited to testing specific deformation mechanisms on artificially built structures (Seto et al., 2013; Lindstrom et al., 2012) , because microscopic models able to investigate the deformation behaviour in the presence of the same forces that led to the gel structure through aggregation are fundamentally lacking.
Here we investigate the non-linear response of a colloidal gel at low volume fraction by numerical simulations of a microscopic model, that allows us to analyze the response to deformation arising from the network structure and from the same effective interactions that have driven its self-assembly. We have designed an athermal quasi-static deformation protocol, in the same spirit of recent numerical studies of deformation in amorphous solids (Tanguy et al., 2002; Maloney and Lemaître, 2006; Falk and Langer, 2011; Karmakar et al., 2010; Fiocco et al., 2013) , that allows us to compute the load curve of the material at relatively low strain rates. By combining this approach with a space-resolved analysis of microscopic processes, deformations and stresses, we gain significant new insight into the non-linear response and the yielding of the gel.
II. MODEL AND NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Gelation in diluted colloidal suspensions may be the result of an arrested phase separation, spinodal decomposition, or of a diffusion limited aggregation (Carpineti and Giglio, 1992; Lu et al., 2008; Gibaud and Schurtenberger, 2009; Eberle et al., 2011) . To capture all the complexity of these phenomena is challenging and a number of particlebased models for gel formation have been devised in the last few years including shortrange isotropic interactions (Charbonneau and Reichman, 2007; Tanaka and Araki, 2007; Foffi et al., 2005) , valence-limited and patchy-particle models (Kern and Frenkel, 2003; Sciortino and Zaccarelli, 2011; Bianchi et al., 2011) and anisotropic effective interactions (Del Gado and Kob, 2005; Saw et al., 2009; Del Gado and Kob, 2010) .
We follow here this latter approach, using an effective interaction that includes, in the form of a three-body term, the basic ingredients for a minimal model of particle gels. In fact dilute colloidal gels are characterized by open and thin network structures, where particle coordination can be very low, hence the network connections need to be fairly rigid to support at least their own weight. Experiments have proven that bonds between the colloidal particles can indeed support significant torques (Dibble et al., 2008; Ohtsuka et al., 2008; Pantina and Furst, 2005; Dinsmore et al., 2006 ). In our model at low volume fractions the particles self-assemble into a thin open structure, mechanically stable and locally rigid thanks to the anisotropic interactions (Colombo et al., 2013; Colombo and Del Gado, 2014) .
The relatively simple gel structure certainly does not capture all the structural complexity of these materials but it allows us to rationalize the connection between structure, local processes and mechanics. In this respect we consider that the particles in our model gel can be thought of as single colloidal particles in the case of very diluted stringy gels or else as chunks or aggregates that are assembled into the gel structure in the thicker gels which typically result from phase separation.
Our system consists of N identical particles with position vectors {r i } , i = 1 . . . N, interacting via the potential energy
where r ij = r j − r i , ǫ sets the energy scale and σ represents the particle diameter. Typical values for a colloidal system are σ = 10 − 100 nm and ǫ = 1 − 100 k B T , k B being the Boltzmann constant and T the room temperature (Trappe et al., 2001; Prasad et al., 2003; Laurati et al., 2011) . The two-body term u 2 consists of a repulsive core complemented by a narrow attractive well:
The three-body term u 3 confers angular rigidity to the inter-particle bonds:
The range of the three-body interaction is equal to two particle diameters, as ensured by the radial modulation
The potential energy (1) depends parametrically on the dimensionless quantities A, a, B, θ, w. We have chosen these parameters such that for k B T ∼ 10 −1 ǫ the particles start to self-assemble into a persistent particle network. The data here discussed refer to A = 6.27, a = 0.85, B = 67.27,θ = 65
• , w = 0.30, one convenient choice to realize this condition.
We have extensively investigated the self-assembly of the gel at rest and performed a spatially resolved analysis of its cooperative microscopic dynamics in previous works (Colombo et al., 2013; Colombo and Del Gado, 2014) . At low volume fractions (0.05 ≤ Φ ≤ 0.2) the network consists of chains of particles connected by crosslinks (or nodes, i.e.
the branching points) as, due to local rigidity, the particles form mainly 2 or 3 bonds each.
Density fluctuations do not show any sign of a phase separation close to gelation. Nevertheless, the gel is characterized by the coexistence of poorly connected regions, i.e. regions with a lower local density of crosslinks, where major structural rearrangements tend to take place, and densely connected domains (i.e. regions where the local density of crosslinks is higher) where internal stresses tend to concentrate. We have shown that local bond breaking processes, driven by thermal fluctuations and relaxation of internal stresses, have non-local consequences and induce structural rearrangements relatively far away along the gel network structure. The structural heterogeneity, the long range spatial correlations underlying the cooperative dynamics and the heterogeneous distribution of internal stresses in our model capture some fundamental physical characteristics of colloidal gel networks (Maccarrone et al., 2010) , that probably have a major role in their complex mechanical response. Here we investigate the behavior of this model gel network under deformation, from the linear elastic behavior to the gel yielding.
All simulations were performed using the LAMMPS molecular dynamics source code (Plimpton, 1995) , which we have suitably extended to include the interaction (1). The gel consists of N = 5 · 10 5 particles in a cubic simulation box with linear size L ≈ 135σ such that the dimensionless number density Nσ 3 /L 3 equals 0.20. This corresponds to an approximate volume fraction of 10%. We use periodic boundary conditions in the Lees-Edwards formulation (Lees and Edwards, 1972) , which is compatible with shear deformations.
The starting point of our study is a gel configuration equilibrated at k B T = 5·10 −2 ǫ, whose structure and relaxation dynamics have been already thoroughly characterized. At this temperature thermal fluctuations alone may cause breaking of single inter-particle bonds, although they are not sufficient to destroy the gel structure within a reasonably large simulation time window. Hence, when the material is subjected to shear deformation it displays an elastic response that is only very weakly dependent on the shear rate, within a relatively wide range of shear rates (Colombo et al., 2013) .
Here we investigate the behaviour of the gel at large deformation strains, beyond the linear response regime. In particular we want to unravel the interplay between the internal stresses and the imposed deformation. In order to focus on the microscopic processes which are induced by the deformation and to distinguish them from thermal processes, we consider that the depth ǫ of the attractive potential well acting on the particles bonded in the network is much larger than the thermal energy k B T . To capture these conditions we perform athermal simulations (i.e., at zero temperature) using the following damped molecular dynamics:
where m is the particle mass and ξ the coefficient of friction. As a first step we quench the initial gel configuration (i.e., the one equilibrated at finite temperature) down to zero temperature by running a simulation with the damped dynamics (5) until the kinetic energy drops to a negligible fraction (less than 10 −10 ) of its initial value. The resulting configuration is a local minimum of the potential energy, or inherent structure (Stillinger and Weber, 1984) . Starting from the inherent structure we perform a series of incremental strain steps in simple shear geometry. Each step increases the cumulative shear strain by a quantity δγ and comprises two phases. During the first phase we apply an instantaneous affine deformation Γ δγ , corresponding to simple shear in the xy plane, to all particles:
The Lees-Edwards boundary conditions are updated as well to comply with the increase in the cumulative strain. During the second phase of the strain step we relax the affinely deformed configuration by letting the system free to evolve in time while keeping the global strain constant:
T δt is the time evolution operator for the damped dynamics (5) and a specified time interval δt.
Upon repeating the two phases for n steps, the cumulative strain equals γ = n δγ and the gel configuration is
where {r i,0 } denotes the configuration of the starting inherent structure.
The procedure just outlined corresponds to the athermal quasistatic (AQS) approach extensively used to investigate the deformation behavior of amorphous solids (Tanguy et al., 2002; Maloney and Lemaître, 2006) , with the following difference: while in the quasistatic case the relaxation of the affinely deformed configuration is performed directly in the potential energy landscape via an energy minimization, here we follow a more natural dynamics of the system (with viscous energy dissipation) for a prescribed time interval δt. As a consequence, we work at a finite shear rateγ = δγ/δt, while the quasistatic case corresponds to the limit δt → ∞, i.e.γ → 0. In our model system direct energy minimization schemes such as the steepest descent or conjugate gradient methods are not very effective, presumably because the potential energy landscape is characterized by extended relatively flat regions corresponding to floppy deformation modes of the gel (Alexander, 1998; Wyart et al., 2008; Rovigatti et al., 2011) .
Disregarding effects due to the particle inertia, the microscopic dynamics (5) introduce a natural time scale τ 0 = ξσ 2 /ǫ, corresponding to the time it takes a particle subjected to a typical force ǫ/σ to move a distance equal to its size. This is the relevant unit time scale here, since we refer to a system where ǫ ≫ k B T and the characteristic time for particle diffusion is much longer than the simulation time window. Hence we express times and rates referring to this natural unit of time. Along this line, τ 0 can be used to define a modified
Péclet numberP e = τ 0γ , that quantifies the possibility for the gel particles to rearrange under the effect of internal forces while being sheared at a shear rateγ. At the end of each strain step we compute the global stress tensor σ αβ (α, β stand for the cartesian components {x, y, z}) using the virial definition in the formulation introduced by Thompson et al. (2009) , which is valid for arbitrary many-body potentials in the presence of periodic boundary conditions. Since the velocities of the particles are small (v i 10 −5 σ/τ 0 for all shear rates) we ignore in the calculation of the stress tensor the kinetic term mv During the shearing we also monitor the degree of non-affinity of the microscopic particle displacements, i.e. the extent to which the local deformation departs from the one imposed at a global level. If the deformation were completely affine, at the end of n-th strain step the position vector of particle i would correspond to Γ n δγ r i,0 ; we therefore introduce the average (per particle) non-affine displacement ∆ n , as a measure of the non affinity accumulated after n steps:
With the approach just described we obtain the load curve of the material at different shear rates and analyze the underlying microscopic processes, in terms of local stresses and strains and of structural modifications of the gel. the corresponding shear moduli are 1.8 · 10 −2 and 2.8 · 10 −2 ǫ/σ 3 , respectively.
III. LOAD CURVE: STIFFENING AND YIELDING
In Fig. 1 we plot the load curve of the gel, i.e. the average stress as a function of the imposed cumulative strain obtained in a system of 5 · 10 5 particles with the procedure described above, for the three shear ratesγ 1 ,γ 2 andγ 3 (indicated with the circles, squares and crosses, respectively). The data show that a first linear elastic behavior is followed, for deformations larger than 10%, by a stiffening of the material. The stress increase with γ evolves toward a maximum around γ ≃ 0.5, which we define as a yielding point: after yielding the stresses progressively decrease with the imposed deformation. This type of load curve is qualitatively very similar to the ones typically measured in colloidal gels (Laurati et al., 2011; Pouzot et al., 2006; Gisler et al., 1999) . It is also reminiscent, to a certain extent, of the behaviour characterising different biopolymer networks, from collagen to actin (Storm et al., 2005) .
The elastic regime extends over a maximum of ≃ 10% of strains (see inset of Fig. 1 ), in agreement with experimental observations. We can extract a small, but finite shear modulus (G ≃ 2 · 10 −2 ǫ/σ 3 ), which increases mildly for the highest shear rate. For a typical colloidal gel where the particle diameter σ ≈ 100 nm and the interaction energy ǫ ≈ 10k B T r , this corresponds to a shear modulus G ≃ 1 Pa, which is consistent with what measured in experiments on a few dilute colloidal gel networks (Koumakis and Petekidis, 2011; Laurati et al., 2011; Gisler et al., 1999) . We have distinguished in Fig. 1 the contributions to stresses due to the two-and three-body interactions (respectively dashed and dashed-dotted lines) in the case of the low shear rateγ 1 . The data show that the main contribution opposing the shear forces is due to the two-body, cohesive forces, as expected. The contribution of the bending forces to the stresses, instead, is negative in sign for γ ≤ 0.3 and becomes positive for 0.3 < γ < 0.7. Hence for small and moderate deformation, at the beginning of the stiffening regime, bending forces tend to push in the direction of the shear: this could be due to the unbending of initially compressed chains of the gels along the shear direction. Around γ ≃ 0.3, instead, the bending forces start to resist to shear and their contribution increases with deformation up to the end of the stiffening regime, suggesting that for higher deformation, until the material yields, most of the chains are stretched out. Therefore, at this point, the bending forces should mainly oppose the shear deformation acting at the level of the network crosslinks. In addition, the plot also shows that the 2-body contribution to the stress becomes clearly predominant with the onset of the non-linear regime, suggesting that the stiffening we detect is directly related to the stretching of the extensible interparticle bonds. This possible scenario points to further similarities between the mechanical response of our colloidal gel and the one of biopolymer networks, where the stiffening regime is ascribed to the shear deformation pulling on the stretched out biopolymers and has been also related to the presence of negative normal stresses (Jamney et al., 2007) . Our gel is indeed under tension along the direction that corresponds to the velocity gradient under shear (y), hence it would contract if volume changes were allowed in the simulations. In Fig. 1 we can also compare the data obtained at different shear rates: within the range investigated here, the elastic and stiffening regimes do not significantly vary with varying the shear rate, whereas the yielding regime is significantly modified. In particular, the higher the shear rate, the higher the level of the shear stresses kept in the material upon yielding. This finding is consistent with the yielding arising from the development of plastic processes in the materials, whose amount and/or extent is affected by the shear rate of the deformation applied.
In most cases the experimental investigations we are referring to are based on oscillatory rheology. We have therefore tested the picture just obtained through the new numerical protocol proposed here by performing a set of simulations under oscillatory conditions. The details of the oscillatory rheology study are reported in Appendix A and its results are in good agreement with the ones discussed so far. In addition to the linear regime, we have also investigated the non-linear one following (Hyun et al., 2011; van der Vaart et al., 2013; Ewoldt et al., 2008) and computed the third-order viscoelastic coefficients as well as a set of Lissajous-Bowditch plots. This quantitative analysis confirms that the increase of the stresses in the non-linear regime is dominated by the elastic contributions and that the material is strain stiffening.
With the aim of investigating the microscopic interplay between deformation and internal stresses underlying the load curve, we have monitored in our simulations the bond breaking and formation. In Fig. 2 we plot the total fraction of bonds broken and formed together with the load curve for the lowest (γ 1 ) and intermediate (γ 2 ) shear rates. One can immediately recognize that up to γ ≤ 30%, i.e. well into the non-linear stiffening regime, the deformation does induce some bond formation (although very limited) but does not break any bond. This is consistent with the picture sketched above, where the onset of the stiffening must be related to the shear deformation pulling on the stretched network chains. Beyond ∼ 30%, the deformation starts to break bonds: because γ ≥ 30% also corresponds to the change in sign of the contribution to the shear stress of the bending forces (see Fig. 1 ), this finding suggests that the bonds that are first broken have a specific role in stress transmission within the gel structure. Finally, around γ ∼ 50%, once the fraction of broken bonds becomes of the order of, or overcomes, the fraction of newly formed ones, the yielding process sets in.
When comparing the data obtained with the different shear rates, one can see that yielding reached at lowerγ is characterised by lower shear stresses and corresponds to comparatively less broken bonds and more newly induced ones. That higher shear rates deformation may break more bonds is to be expected, but that lower levels of shear stress, obtained upon yielding at lower shear rate, correspond to comparatively more bonds formed is somewhat counter-intuitive: one would rather think, in fact, that forming more bonds would allow to recover part of the network strength and to sustain higher stresses. The picture emerging from our data is therefore that bonds formed upon yielding play quite a different role for stress bearing with respect to the gel connections at rest, suggesting that a significant reorganization of the gel structure is taking place.
In order to unravel the microscopic origin of the mechanical behavior of our model colloidal gel and test the scenarios hypothesized above, in the following we exploit further the information contained in the simulation data and perform a space-resolved analysis of the stresses and the deformations in the material.
IV. SPACE-RESOLVED ANALYSIS OF STRESSES AND DEFORMATIONS
For the local stress tensor σ i αβ computed as explained in Section II, we define the local axis of principal tension, t i α , as the normalized eigenvector corresponding to its largest positive eigenvalue (we take t i x ≥ 0 to fix an arbitrary orientation). The direction of the local tension is quantified by the angle φ i between the projection of t i α onto the plane of shear (xy) and the positive x axis. For each particle k having two neighbors, i.e. each particle that is not a crosslink, we then consider the angle θ k defined by arccos( r ki ·r kj r ki r kj ), i and j being the two neighbors of the particle, i.e. the angle formed by the two bonds departing from the particle. These angles approach 180
• in a fully stretched chain. In Figs concentrates on very few chains amounting to a very small part of the network structure.
An example is given in Fig. 5 , that shows a snapshot of the gel network at a shear deformation of 35%: in the figure, bonded particles in the gel are represented by segments of thickness proportional to the intensity of local stresses. Most of the stresses produced by the deformation are in fact localized on very few chains: identifying the bonds subjected to the highest stresses allows us to predict where breaking events will occur (blue bonds in the figure) . The emerging picture supports the scenario hypothesized in Section III and unravels the microscopic mechanisms underlying it: the stiffening of the gel is indeed due to the shear deformation pulling on the over-stretched parts of the network structure and corresponds to a progressive localization of stresses. The stress concentration eventually leads to breaking of the over-stressed bonds and triggers the yielding of the material. A previous study performed on the spontaneous relaxation dynamics of the gel has shown that tensile stresses tend to concentrate in regions of the material with higher density of crosslinks (Colombo et al., 2013) . In agreement with that finding, here we see that bonds Starting from γ = 30% a set of fully stretched chains appears and grows.
participating to crosslinks are the ones that preferentially break also under deformation.
In Section III, the bond breaking and formation under increasing deformation (shown in Fig. 2 ) suggested that yielding might be associated to significant restructuring of the gel network, because the bonds created under deformation do not necessarily contribute to bearing larger stresses in this regime. To further investigate this point, we have analyzed in detail which type of bonds are formed under shear. At first sight, bond breaking and formation under shear may seem quite similar to the ones leading to the formation of the gel at rest and controlled by thermal fluctuations: only two-and three-coordinated particles are produced, i.e. the same types of connections favored by the effective interactions (see Eq.
(1)) at rest. Nevertheless, a closer look reveals important differences, as shown in Fig. 6 , where we plot the fraction of crosslinks, with respect to two-coordinated particles, as deformation increases. For the lowest shear rate considered here, the data show that after an initial slight increase, the fraction of crosslinks decreases as bond breaking proceeds, and eventually increases again for γ > 70%. The relative amount of crosslinks attained upon yielding diminishes with increasing the shear rate and, for the highest shear rate explored, instead, it keeps decreasing to a final value that is lower than the one in the initial gel.
These results, combined with the load curves obtained at different shear rates and shown in Fig. 2 , indicate that, upon decreasing the shear rate, there is an increasing amount of excess crosslinks that are created for deformations > 70%. This corresponds to a decrease of the shear stresses attained in the material at the same deformation. Hence the crosslinks created under shear do not contribute to the stress bearing part of the material structure.
This observation suggests that the onset of yielding corresponds to a significant structural reorganisation of the gel.
To obtain a quantitative spatially resolved analysis, we have computed spatial correlations of local density fields at different deformation amplitudes. Using the local particle density field
where Θ(·) is the step function and c is a coarse-graining radius (we omit the dependence on c for notational convenience), we compute the spatial correlation function
With the aim of evaluating the range of spatial correlation, here for simplicity we consider its spherical average (in view of the strain induced anisotropy, one can also expand the angular part for a uniaxial symmetry around the direction of maximum extension and evaluate higher order terms that become non negligible upon increasing the deformation amplitude). We also consider the coarse-grained crosslink density field
where Ξ i = 1 if particle i is a crosslink, 0 otherwise, and its spatial correlation function C χχ (r). We plot the density correlation function C ρρ (r) in the upper panel of Fig. 7 . Here we have chosen the coarse-graining radius c = 3σ and verified that this choice does not significantly affect the results. The curves refer to various levels of strain γ for a deformation at small shear rate (γ 1 , lines) and for one at high shear rate (γ 3 , symbols). In the linear and stiffening regimes (γ 0.5) the correlation function changes little, meaning that no major restructuring is taking place. On the contrary, the range of C ρρ (r) increases visibly after yielding (γ 0.7) at low shear rate, indicating the appearance of extended domains whose density is different from the average one. A comparable restructuring does not happen at high shear rate: the range of the correlation function barely increases even after yielding.
The spatial correlation function of the crosslink density, depicted in the lower panel of Fig. 7, shows the same features.
To more directly unravel the restructuring in the gel upon yielding we have monitored the local particle volume fraction, by dividing the simulation box in 40x40x40 sub-volumes and computing the effective volume fraction Φ l in each of them for different deformations.
In Fig. 8 we plot the histogram of Φ l values in the gel, obtained for different γ and for the three shear rates considered here. The histogram measured in the gel at rest is symmetric and of course centered around the value of the total volume fraction. Upon increasing the deformation, the data becomes asymmetric, the maximum moves to higher values of the volume fraction and indicates the presence of extended empty regions. One can also recognize that this difference in the local volume fraction in the yielding gel decreases significantly upon increasing the shear rate, especially the empty regions tend to become hardly detectable. These findings suggest that during the yielding regime, and possibly in the nonlinear regime at lower deformations, microscopic plastic processes can take place in the gel, as well as local rearrangements that do not necessarily follow the imposed deformation. To better elucidate this point, in the following we will quantify non-affine displacements and irreversible processes.
V. NON-AFFINE DISPLACEMENTS AND RESIDUAL STRESSES
We compute ∆ n , the average magnitude of particle non-affine displacements with respect to the initial configuration as explained at the end of Section II. In Fig. 9 we plot this quantity, averaged over all particles, as a function of γ, together with the load curve obtained at different shear rates. Interestingly, one can see that non-affine displacements are already present at low deformation, in the linear elastic regime and in the stiffening one, before any bond breaking is observed. These non-affine displacements, detected at relatively small strains and not associated to plastic processes, are apparently not affected by the shear rate and are probably due to the extended floppy modes of the gel structure (Alexander, 1998; Rovigatti et al., 2011) , similarly, to a certain extent, to what hypothesized for semiflexible polymer gels (Head et al., 2003; Heussinger and Frey, 2006; Lieleg et al., 2007) . We notice that here the increase of non-affine displacement with the strain does not seem to change between the linear elastic and the stiffening regimes. Once parts of the gel structure start to break and the yielding sets in, instead, the magnitude of non-affine displacements dependence on the strain γ changes qualitatively: its increase becomes much faster and depends strongly on the shear rate, with higher shear rates significantly reducing the non-affine displacements.
In order to investigate the connection between nonaffine displacements and plasticity, we use the following procedure. Starting from the undeformed gel configuration (γ = 0), we shear the gel at the lowest shear rateγ 1 up to a prescribed inversion strain γ inv . Then, we invert the direction of shearing and, with the same rateγ 1 , we bring the gel back to zero strain. At this point we measure the stress in the material, which we call residual stress σ res xy , and the nonaffine displacement with respect to the initial configuration-the residual nonaffine displacement ∆ res . In Fig. 10 
VI. SHEAR BANDING
The non-affine displacement plot in Fig. 9 suggests that in the yielding regime the deformation of the gel might depart significantly from a homogeneous shear flow, the more so the smaller the shear rate is. The local density histograms in Fig. 8, by showing that in the same regime some regions of the system densify while others are depleted of particles, point to the same fact. It is indeed well known that many soft materials (including foams, emulsions and colloidal suspensions) behaving as yield stress fluids exhibit heterogeneous yielding dynamics (Masschaele et al., 2009; Ovarlez et al., 2009; Fall et al., 2010; Rajaram and Mohraz, 2010; Gibaud et al., 2010) . These often take the form of shear bands, regions of unequal shear rate coexisting in the material at a common value of the shear stress (Schall and van Hecke, 2009; Møller et al., 2008) ; they can be either transient, marking the transition to a homogeneous flow, or permanent (Martin and Hu, 2012; Fielding, 2013) .
In order to investigate whether the yielding of our model system might be associated to such mechanical inhomogeneities, we compute during each strain step a displacement profile, by evaluating the average particle displacement in the direction of shear (x) as a function of the gradient direction (y). More precisely, we divide the simulation box in slabs of width ∆ = L/100, L being the box size, along the gradient coordinate (y) and compute in each slab the x component of the average particle displacement occurring in the n-th strain step:
where the summation extends to all particles that at the end of the step are found inside the slab, and M represents their number.
The displacement profile d n (y) may be interpreted as a velocity profile upon dividing by the duration δt of the elementary strain step. We report in Fig. 11 the displacement profiles for selected values of the cumulative shear strain γ; the three panels refer to different values of the strain rate, from low (γ 1 , top) to high (γ 3 , bottom). For ease of visualization and comparison we plot displacements relatively to the displacement of the bottom layer, so that d n (y = 0) equals zero for all curves. Before any yielding occurs (γ 0.4) the profiles are linear regardless of the strain rate, meaning that the deformation is macroscopically homogeneous. Of course even in this regime there exist microscopic displacements that are non-affine; nonetheless, the average deformation in the direction of shear follows the overall imposed gradient without any macroscopic inhomogeneity (i.e. inhomogeneity comparable in size to the system size). In the case of the high strain rate (γ 3 , bottom panel) this is so even in the yielding regime, presumably because the gel does not have time to significantly rearrange between one strain step and another and major inhomogeneities cannot develop.
On the contrary, in the case of the lower strain rates the average deformation profiles develop, upon yielding, inhomogeneities on length scales comparable to the system size, i.e. shear bands. Because of the periodic boundary conditions used in the simulations, the profiles are bound to have the same slope at the bottom and at the top of the box, but, apart from this, they are reminiscent of the ones typically measured in experiments (Divoux et al., 2012) . It can also be observed that, in the case of the lowest shear rate (γ 1 , top panel) the bands develop earlier (γ ≈ 0.6) than in the case of the intermediate rate (γ 2 , middle panel, where bands appear at γ ≈ 0.8). This finding seems to fit in with recent experimental investigations in systems displaying transient shear banding, in which the authors found that the duration of the transient bands is inversely proportional to the magnitude of the strain rate (Divoux et al., 2010) . It is also consistent with the results of numerical simulations in dense jammed suspensions in Chaudhuri et al. (2012) .
In Fig. 12 we present spatial maps of particle displacements, providing additional evidence for the existence of shear bands. We project all the particles onto the plane of shearing (xy) and represent the displacement of each particle in a given strain step as an arrow; the color of the arrow varies with the x component of the displacement, from small (blue) to large (red). The two maps refer to different values of the cumulative strain: γ = 0.10 in the left map, whereas γ = 0.60 in the right map; in both cases the gel is being sheared at the lowest strain rate (γ 1 ). While in the first case the displacement field increases at constant rate from bottom to top, in the second case the rate of variation in the middle of the box is much faster, giving rise to a shear band.
We end this section by discussing only briefly the microscopic origin of shear banding in our model gel. A thorough analysis of this phenomenon requires a deeper investigation that is out of the scope of this paper. Future work will be devoted, for example, also to analyze whether in our model system shear bands are transient, eventually leading to a homogeneous flow profile, or permanent, in the context of the experiments (Divoux et al., 2010) . Figure 8 suggests that in the present system shear banding couples to the fluctuations in the local density of particles. Figure 11 shows that this is indeed the case: the open symbols appearing in the second and third panels show the gel density profile along the gradient direction obtained in the same way as the displacement profile. It is apparent that shear banding correlates with inhomogeneities in the density profile: the layers of lower density are also the layers where the higher displacement gradients appear. The emerging scenario is that, beyond the stiffening regime and as yielding sets in, deformation induces density fluctuations that are absent at rest and gradually lead to the formation of colloidrich and colloid-poor regions in the gel. Shear induced bond formation results into an excess of crosslinks in denser regions, that are therefore presumably stiffer. Nevertheless, these localized excess crosslinks do not necessarily reinforce the stress-bearing backbone of the gel. On the contrary, the presence of extended colloid-poor domains leads to an overall lower average stress and probably helps developing a slip plane (see Fig. 12 ) and the shear banding. Another possibility is instead that the shear banding develops earlier and induces the fluctuations in the local density of the gel. Elucidating this point calls for further work, but it seems very likely that the two phenomena are strongly coupled and reinforce each other.
Another important point is the role of hydrodynamics, which is not included in our simulations. Because the phenomena we are focusing on develop upon lowering the shear rate and the modified Péclet numberP e ≪ 1, we expect that the scenario described here is not qualitatively modified by the presence of hydrodynamic interactions. Nevertheless, they could well play a role in the major reorganisation of the gel upon yielding, especially for higher shear rates (Bergenholtz et al., 2002) , hence including hydrodynamics in this type of study, although still challenging, would be extremely interesting.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the mechanical response of a model colloidal gel under shear, with a new numerical procedure that allows to follow deformations at relatively low shear rates.
Moreover, differently from most existing numerical studies, we do not impose an artificial gel structure nor specific microscopic processes: the gel network and its mechanical response are the result of the interplay between the same effective interactions that stabilize the gel structure at rest and the imposed shear deformation. The effective interactions include a bending rigidity for the colloidal bonds and lead to the formation of a soft solid at relatively low solid volume fractions in a colloidal suspension, consistent with experimental observation. The load curve of the gel displays, after an initial linear elastic response for deformation amplitudes γ ≤ 10%, a significant stiffening and, at γ ≃ 50%, a final yielding. By means of a space-resolved analysis of stresses and deformations in the gel network, we have shown that the strain hardening corresponds first to a progressive alignment of stresses and stretching of parts of the structure (the chains or less connected parts of the gel network) along the direction of maximum extension under shear, and eventually to the shear deformations pulling on the over-stretched chains. This phenomenon is qualitatively similar to the strain stiffening typical of biopolymer networks. We also find that the strain hardening of the gel is accompanied by an increasing stress localization, with the highest stress magnitude concentrating in few parts of the structure, where eventually, starting from γ ≃ 30%, breaking occurs. Because of the strong localization of stresses in the material, a small fraction of broken bonds is sufficient to trigger the yielding. Once yielding sets in, we observe the arising of shear induced density fluctuations in the gel, that seems to coarsen into colloid-rich and colloid-poor domains. This phenomenon is apparently coupled to the onset of significant strain inhomogeneities in the material that can be related to a shear banding, very similar to what observed in recent experiments. We have been able to elucidate here that the strain-induced reorganization of the gel and the shear banding are accompanied by an excess of crosslinks that are formed preferentially in the denser regions and therefore increase only the local stiffness of those domains, but not the overall capacity of the yielded gel to support higher stresses. This phenomenon is reminiscent of shear induced structural changes in other gels, that might arise from the imposed deformations acting differently on softer and stiffer domains (Onuki, 1992) , and it might also have some similarities with the coupling between shear deformations and density fluctuations proposed for complex fluids (Milner, 1993; Schmitt et al., 1995; Fielding and Olmsted, 2003) or with the rupture of the material (Mohraz and Solomon, 2005) . The shear induced density fluctuations, the shear banding and the final level of stress attained in the gel upon yielding are strongly affected by the shear rate. Higher shear rates do not allow for rearrangements of the gel that can accommodate local changes in density, as signaled by a decreasing amount of non-affine displacements: this limits density fluctuations and the shear induced bond formation, resulting in higher stresses attained upon yielding.
Overall this study has offered new, significant insight into the behavior, under deformation, of soft solids and in particular of colloidal gel networks. On the one hand, the results discussed here give, for the first time, a microscopic physical picture of how phenomena like stiffening, yielding and shear banding may occur in these materials. On the other, they highlight issues such as the stress localization or the feedback between density fluctuations and shear banding or strain inhomogeneities that have been hardly addressed in numerical studies in spite of being probably ubiquitous in experimental observations. Our numerical investigation and methodology have therefore interesting potential to complement experiments and lead to new theoretical development in this area of research.
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Appendix A: Oscillatory rheology
We have performed a limited set of simulations under oscillatory conditions on a gel sample with 4000 particles. The shear strain γ was modulated periodically according to the equation γ(t) = γ 0 sin(ωt), with a fixed angular frequency ω ≈ 3 · 10
and a strain amplitude γ 0 increasing from 1% to 30% in 1% steps. The value of the angular frequency was chosen such that the maximum rate of deformation ωγ 0 falls within the range of shear rates (∼ 10 −5 ÷ 10 −3 τ −1 0 ) investigated for the steady shear startup in the main text. The discrete-step deformation protocol that we have used for the steady shear simulations is not readily applicable to an oscillatory setup. We have instead used for this purpose the following equations of motion:
where e x is a unit vector along the x axis. For the integration of the equations of motion we have used the same timestep as in the steady shear simulations; the shear strain γ and the Lees-Edwards boundary conditions were updated at each simulation step. By monitoring the time evolution of the shear stress σ xy (t) one can extract the n-th order viscoelastic coefficients G ′ n and G ′′ n , n ≥ 1, in the following way:
at steady state the result is independent of the choice of the time instant t 0 . In Fig. 13 Appendix B: Alignment of the interparticle bonds with increasing strain
The most likely orientation of the principal tension shown in Fig. 3 begins at 45
the direction of the extensional axis of shear), but systematically deviates to smaller angles with increasing strain (e.g. to about 38
• at γ = 0.5). We can rationalize this observation as follows.
(a) The most likely stress orientation follows the most likely bond orientation. We already know from the stress decomposition shown in Fig. 1 that an important part of the stressmost of it in the stiffening regime-is borne by the stretching of the interparticle bonds.
It is therefore reasonable to expect that the direction along which the material can sustain the largest tension correspond to the most likely orientation of the interparticle bonds. We define the most likely bond orientationb as in the following:
where k runs over the set of the interparticle bonds. Similarly, as already stated in Sec. IV we define the direction of principal tensiont as the normalized eigenvector corresponding to the largest (positive) eigenvalue of the global stress tensor σ αβ . We further denote by θb (resp. θt) the angle that the projection onto the xy plane of the vectorb (resp.t) forms with the positive x axis; we takeb x ≥ 0 (resp.t x ≥ 0) to fix an orientation. In Fig. 17 we plot θb and θt as a function of the shear strain γ for the lowest shear rateγ 1 : the two quantities are indeed close to each other. Note that the two match perfectly in the stiffening regime, confirming that bond stretching is the mechanically most relevant process to be considered there.
(b) The most likely bond orientation begins at 45
• for small strain, but deviates to lower angles with increasing strain. This feature has a purely geometrical origin and can be explained by a simple argument. Consider an interparticle bond whose projection onto the xy plane forms in the undeformed gel configuration (γ = 0) an angle α 0 ∈ [−π/2, π/2] with the positive x axis (we fix again an orientation by requiring that the x component of the bond vector be positive). After a purely affine deformation the same bond vector will be characterized by a new angle α γ given by α γ = f γ (α 0 ) = arctan sin α 0 cos α 0 + γ sin α 0 ,
where γ is the shear strain. If P 0 (α 0 ) is the distribution of bond angles in the undeformed configuration, the distribution of angles after the deformation will be P γ (α γ ) = P 0 (α 0 ) df γ (α 0 ) dα 0 −1 = P 0 (α 0 ) 1 + γ 2 sin 2 α 0 + 2γ sin α 0 cos α 0 .
If we now assume that the initial distribution is uniform (P 0 constant), by maximizing the right hand side of the previous equation with respect to α 0 we find that the angle distribution in the deformed configuration will be peaked around the value α * γ given by
This function starts at π/4 for γ → 0, but systematically deviates to smaller angles with increasing shear strain (it approaches 0 for γ → ∞). The prediction α * γ (expressed in degrees) is represented in Fig. 17 by the full line: even though the real deformation is not completely affine, the outcome of this simple argument explains the data quite well, especially in the stiffening regime.
